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B U I L D I N G  Y O U R  B R A N D

What you’ll learn
To increase your product sales on Amazon you should create 
thorough and detailed product listings. Once you register as an 
Amazon seller, the next step is to create product listings to get 
started selling. In this chapter, you will learn:

• How to create Amazon listings
• How to improve listing discoverability
• What products you should list first

PRODUCT 
LISTING 
FOR BRAND 
OWNERS
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What

1 MWS/XML integrations require support from a developer. See MWS chapter for more details.

Detail pages are where customers discover 
and purchase your products. You can create 
product listings on Amazon using any of the 
following methods:

Add a Product Tool (1x1 Tool)
Flat File Uploads
MWS (XML Integration)¹

Creating a product listing is the process of 
making your product available on an Amazon 
product detail page.

is product listing?

https://sellercentral.amazon.com/productsearch/ref=ag_addlisting_dnav_xx_
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/listing/upload?ref_=ag_upload_tnav_download
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/200389230/ref=ag_200389230_cont_200374090
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/200374090
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T U T O R I A L

How
After reviewing the listing requirements 
for your product category, you can begin 
creating your listings. If you have a small 
product catalog, it may be easier to use 
the Add a Product Tool to list one product 
at a time. Alternatively, for sellers with 
Professional accounts and a large product 
catalog, we recommend that you use an 
inventory file to create and load your product 
listings. 

Add a Product  is an online tool available in 
Seller Central within the Inventory tab. This 
web-based interface allows you to list your 
inventory one-by-one, rather than entering 
data into a spreadsheet in bulk. 

Here are the steps to create a 
listing using Add a Product

Select Add a Product, and click Create a new 
product listing link. 

You will be asked to categoize the listing you 
are creating. To do this, either:

Search your product title and select the 
right categorization from the recommended 
options.

OR

Browse from the list of available categories 
and identify the specific category type for 
your product.

2

1

Add a product tool 
overview

do I create a product listing on Amazon?

https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/help.html/?itemID=200332540&ref_=xx_200332540_a_r3_cont_sgsearch
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/learn/ref=ag_su_dnav_200955930_
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/productsearch/ref=ag_addlisting_dnav_xx_
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T U T O R I A L

How

Tip
For more details, this video 
provides a full tutorial of the 
Add a Product Tool: Using 
the Add a Product Tool

do I create a product listing? (cont.)

3 Once you’ve categorized your listing, you will be prompted for 
product information. You will see multiple tabs across the top 
of the page requesting different types of product information. 
Required fields are marked with an asterisk.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-NnM6x2fBiA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-NnM6x2fBiA
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T U T O R I A L

How
Building and 
Uploading Inventory 
File Templates

To list products in bulk, you 
can use Category Listing 
Templates. You will download 
an inventory template, 
populate the template with 
your product information, 
and upload the file into Seller 
Central to create product 
listings. Inventory files 
contain category-specific 
attributes that are deemed 
essential to provide an 
informed and worthwhile 
customer experience.

Each category template 
has a list of tabs that 
provide guidance on best 
practices for building your 
listings. Before populating 
the template, refer to the 
available tabs to review the 
category requirements:

Instructions 
Information to create, 
validate and upload your 
inventory file to Amazon.

Images
Overview of Amazon’s 
image requirements and 
examples of both acceptable 
and unacceptable images.

Data Definitions
Examples of acceptable 
values and identifies 
which fields are required, 
preferred, and optional.

Template
Template to create your 
own inventory file. Populate 
this file with your product 
information. The column 
headers in bold indicate 
required fields.

Example
Example of how to 
effectively populate the 
category template. Use this 
tab as a reference only.

Valid Values
The Valid Values tab 
identifies which fields 
require a pre-approved value 
and provides a list of values

Tip
For more details see 
Inventory Template File

do I create a product listing? (cont.)

https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/201576440/ref=ag_201576440_cont_200390640
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/201576440/ref=ag_201576440_cont_200390640
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/help-popup.html?ie=UTF8&itemID=1641
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T U T O R I A L

How
do I create a product listing? (cont.)

1

2

To convert your category template into listings, upload the 
template in Seller Central:

In the Inventory menu select 
the Add Products via Upload 
option.

Select Check and Upload your 
Inventory File tab to upload 
your file and check for errors. 
Also upload your inventory file 
to create your product listings 
by browsing to your finished 
category template and clicking 
Upload. 
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T U T O R I A L

How
do I create a product listing? (cont.)

3

This video reviews the process for building and uploading data 
files: Building and Uploading Inventory Templates.

Check the status of your upload in the Monitor Upload Status 
tab. This tab provides a list of your most recent uploads, 
the number of listings uploaded, the number successfully 
uploaded, and the number of listing that had upload errors. If 
your listings received errors, you can download the processing 
report on the right hand side of the page and review the 
reasons for the errors. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oBJMmDiz8TA
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F R E Q U E N T L Y  A S K E D  Q U E S T I O N S

How do I sell in categories that require approval?
Some categories require Amazon’s approval to sell products in 
the category. To determine which categories require approval:

• Visit the Add a Product Tool
• Search for the item you want to sell in the search box 
• Find the product that matches what you want to sell
• If approval is required, it will state Listing Limitations Apply 
   next to the product
• Selecting on the Listing Limitations Apply link will display a 
   button for requesting approval
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What is an Item 
Type Keyword?
When creating a product listing, 
either with the category template 
or the Add a Product tool, you will 
need to categorize your item within 
the Amazon catalog by selecting 
an Item Type Keyword (ITK). Each 
product’s ITK must be selected from 
the pre-selected list. Use the Product 
Classifier Tool to identify the best 
available item type keyword for each 
of your products. 

F R E Q U E N T L Y  A S K E D  Q U E S T I O N S

How can I be recognized as the brand owner for 
my listings?
After you register your brand in the Amazon Brand Registry program, you will have increased influence 
in editing the information on the product detail pages for your branded products. To be recognized as 
the owner of a listing, there are a few specific attributes that you must populate: List your products in 
the Amazon Brand Registry.

What products should I list first?
We recommend that you list all of your items, to increase your brand visibility, and improve your 
discoverability in search. When deciding which products to list first, here are some factors to consider:

Selling Fees: Each category has a unique fee structure. We recommend you consider the fee structure 
for your category before listing your items. This will help you understand the return you can expect on 
the sale of each item.

Seasonality: Factor in the seasonality of products when determining what to list. For instance, sandals 
and beachwear often generate more sales in the summer while snow boots and insulated apparel 
generate more interest in winter. Making sure you have seasonally appropriate products listed can 
promote better visibility for your products.

https://sellercentral.amazon.com/listing/classify?ref=ag_pclasshm_cont_invfile
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/listing/classify?ref=ag_pclasshm_cont_invfile
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/help.html/ref=au_200968650_cont_200955930?ie=UTF8&itemID=200968650
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/help.html/ref=au_200968650_cont_200955930?ie=UTF8&itemID=200968650
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B E S T  P R A C T I C E S

Tip 1 
Provide relevant details to help your products appear in browse refinements
Below is an example of the browse refinements available to customers. When you don’t populate 
the associated attribute fields when you create your listing, you may prevent products from gaining 
visibility within these browse nodes. Depending on the category, populating these attributes may not 
be required, but it is strongly recommended to maximize your discoverability. 

Listing creation
By building effective listings, you can increase your brand’s discoverability and entice 
customers to buy your products.
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B E S T  P R A C T I C E S

Tip 2
Build detailed listings to allow your products to surface higher in search 
results 
Amazon search automatically incorporates the title of the product, the seller name, brand information, 
and search terms you provide. Factors such as degree of text match, price, availability, selection, and 
sales history help determine where your product appears in a customer’s search results. By providing 
relevant and complete information for your product, you can increase your product’s visibility and 
sales. Category Style Guides and Category Templates will provide you with specific guidance on keeping 
product attributes relevant and useful for customers. 

Product Name Example: Here is an example of a product title that incorporates the important details of 
a product without being excessive or providing unnecessary information. 

Laura Ashley Sophia Collection 300-Thread-Count Pillow Cases (Blue, Queen, Set of 2) 

This a better product title than Blue Pillow Cases because the recommended Product Name above 
includes useful information that will be indexed in Amazon’s search: 

• Brand - Laura Ashley 
• Product line - Sophia Collection 
• Material or key feature - 300-Thread-Count 
• Product Type – Pillow Cases 
• Color - Blue 
• Size - Queen 
• Packaging/Quantity - Set of 2 

Listing creation
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B E S T  P R A C T I C E S

Tip 3
Manage the quality and accuracy of your brand on Amazon
Customers associate the quality of your detail pages with the quality of your brand and products. It 
is important to provide high quality data and images when building your listings in order to build 
customer confidence and interest in your brand:

Listing creation


